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see our wrap specialists at work

MARBLE and FURNITURE PROTECTION      MY Casino Royale_2023

We had the pleasure of having 
Fabio and Luciano from Mimetika 

Yacht Wrapping assist us on board 
during a shipyard period. 

The goal was to get the marble in 
the guest area protected to 

prevent future damage and to lift 
the overall quality and look of the 

marble tops, 
tables and bars in these areas.

They were extremely helpful and 
professional, and nothing was too 
much to ask. From ordering more 

products for us and getting it to 
us in a very short period of time, to 

completing the actual work on 
board, their time management 

and quality of work was of top 
standard. I would highly recomẨ

mend Mimetika for the wrapping 
of marble and other similar jobs, 
and will gladly make use of their 

services again

Lana Schreiber
Chief Stewardess

M/Y CASINO ROYALE
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Do you want 
to know
how to 

get in touch
with the 

wrap 
specialists?
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site inspection, yacht and 
surface evaluation

with application test
full 3D measurement and 

volume survey

customer interview; 
we want to know your needs, 

what materials and styles you 
like, your expectations and 

dreams. Our graphics and 
architectural will provide you 

with stunning renderings
planning and organisation of 

work; our team will take care 
of everything: surface prepaẨ

ration, deep cleaning, remoẨ
val of parts, application of 

new materials with obsessive 
attention to detail, 

final sealing
maximum privacy, no noise, 

no dirt

final work’s check and
inspection 15 days after comẨ

pletion of the installation; 
our after-sales service has 

always set us apart from our 
competitors; 

the work performed and the 
reviews of our Customers 

throughout Europe are your 
best guarantee.

to wrap or to paint?
             that is the question.....

Cost Effective
Considerable cost saving 

when comparing with re-paint
or traditional interior renew

Fast Application
No need to wait months 
if you can have it in days.

The transformation is fast and affordable.

Unique Customization
over 900 possible colours available

endless design and color possibilities
The limit is your imagination

Maintain Asset Value
A modern look Yacht 

with all surfaces protected 
keep its reselling value high

Resistance And Lifetime
Protect your paint and interior surfaces

 from wear and tear,
UV rays, chemical pollution, hydrocarbon 

MIMETIKAYACHTWRAPPING.COM

Easy Maintenance
No polishing required! 

Easy wash with soap and water,
that's all what is needed.

the wrapping key benefits

what customers say about us

comparison       interior wrapping vs wood refurbishment

Dear Fabio and the Team,

We are very glad that we have chosen Mimetika to turn the idea into reality in the highest 
quality way!

The  goal  for  Fabio and his team was to install the blue film on the hull of the brand new 
Absolute 60 fly yacht in the design we had chosen.

Fabio  is  very  easy  to  communicate with, they are very flexible to changes during work.
Always in touch.

In the end, it was fast, high quality and very easy for us.
We would highly recommend Mimetika for the quality of materials, workmanship and 

serious attitude towards work.
Thanks! Serghei Gavlitskii

Absolute 60 Fly “Strong Spirit”

WOOD 
REFURBISHMENT

at least
60 DAYS 12 DAYS

16.800 Eur
approx

57.00 Eur
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